.589
.330
.200
Ø.187

4-40 UNC-2A
JACKSCREW TIP, FEMALE
HEX .187 ACROSS FLATS

.188 MAX ACROSS FLATS
4-40 THD X .062±.015 THK

HEXAGON NUT

.225 OD MAX
LOCK WASHER (EXT. TOOTH) .225 OD MAX

.210 MIN THD DP.

6-32 UNC-2B DOUBLE LEAD, DOUBLE THREAD

.187 ACROSS FLATS
FLAT WASHER, .016 THK
.224 MAX OD, .125 MAX ID

SUPSD BY 88617-2
PASSIVATED
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PART NO

STAINLESS STEEL

AMP INCORPORATED
Hornell, NY 14073

DO NOT SCALE PRINT. UNLESS SPECIFIED
DIMENSIONS IN INCHES. TOLERANCES 6
2 PLC DEC ± .005
3 PLC DEC ± .005

SAMPLER
INTERNAL
PRODUCT SPEC
APPLICATION SPEC
WEIGHT

NAME
JACKSCREW KIT,
FEMALE, FIXED

CR 2-1-89
S. OBERMAN

CHK 2-19-89
S. O. MILLER

APPPD 2-15-89
S. O. MILLER

APPPD 2-16-89
D. PREECE
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